A revision of the modeling of restitution properties in the SMAC computer program and the introduction of restitution properties in the CRASH3 program have been proposed by McHenry [1]*, the author of M-CRASH and M-SMAC [2] . The accuracy of an accident reconstruction, which uses the proposed restitution model, is directly related to the accuracy of the crush stiffness coefficients employed. The ideal condition for determining crush stiffness coefficients for these programs requires crash tests of a vehicle structure through a wide range of impact speeds with a rigid barrier. Reports from these crash tests should contain the usual data found in NHTSA crash test reports plus rebound velocity and maximum dynamic crush. Unfortunately, such comprehensive tests are very rare. As a result, certain vehicle properties need to be generalized from the existing available crash tests. These generalized properties can then be used to calculate crush stiffness coefficients for these programs.
INTRODUCTION
The revised CRASH3 and SMAC would use a linear force-deflection model to represent the entire crush response of a vehicle. The model is applicable from the onset of dynamic crush to the end of the rebound process where separation occurs. The crush stiffness coefficient, K 1 , represents the linear spring constant for the increasing loads of the approach phase of a collision. At the end of the approach phase, the dynamic crush, δ m , and collision force are at a maximum. Next the collision force reduces until the vehicle structure begins the dimensional recovery that occurs during the rebound phase. The coefficient, K 2 , is the linear spring constant for the decreasing loads of the rebound phase. At the end of the rebound phase, the dimensional recovery is complete. If the magnitude of the collision is sufficient, the dimensional recover is partial and the remaining damage is residual crush, δ f . Lessor magnitude collisions will result in full dimensional recovery with no resulting residual crush. 
